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Abstract 

Purpose: To assess the capacity of two methods of surgical pancreatic stump closure in 

terms of reducing the risk of pancreatic fistula formation (POPF): radiofrequency-

induced heating versus mechanical stapler. 

Materials and Methods: Sixteen pigs underwent a laparoscopic transection of the neck 

of the pancreas. Pancreatic anastomosis was always avoided in order to work with an 

experimental model prone to pancreatic fistula formation (POPF). Pancreatic stump 

closure was conducted either by stapler (ST Group, n=8) or radiofrequency energy (RF 

Group, n=8). Both groups were compared for incidence of POPF and histopathologic 

alterations of the pancreatic remnant. 

Results: Six animals (75%) in the ST Group and one (14%) in the RF Group were 

diagnosed of POPF (p=0.019). One animal in the RF Group and three animals in the ST 

Group had a pseudocyst in close contact with both pancreas stumps. On day 30 post-

operative, almost complete atrophy of the exocrine distal pancreas was observed when 

the main pancreatic duct was efficiently sealed.  

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that RF-induced heating is more effective at closing 

the pancreatic stump than mechanical stapler and leads to the complete atrophy of the 

distal remnant pancreas. 

 

Keywords − Pancreatectomy, duct sealing, mechanical stapler, radiofrequency-assisted 

resection, stump closure. 
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1. Introduction 

Pancreatic resections are among the most technically complex operations conducted by 

surgeons. One of the gravest complications after pancreatic resection is the development 

of a post-operative pancreatic fistula (POPF), which involves leakage of the digestive 

pancreatic enzymes from the pancreatic ductal system via an anomalous connection into 

the peri-pancreatic space or the peritoneal cavity [1]. POPF is largely the most 

significant cause of morbidity and mortality after pancreatectomy, and may lead to 

hemorrhage, sepsis and subsequent death due to leakage from pancreatic anastomoses 

[2]. 

Distal pancreatectomy (DP) is frequently aimed at removing a tumor in the body 

or tail of the pancreas. After removal of the pancreatic fragment, the stump must be 

managed to prevent leakage from this area. Several methods have been proposed to seal 

the pancreatic ducts at the transection plane, such as suturing or by means of mechanical 

stapler. A recent clinical study showed no difference in POPF incidence between hand-

sewn versus mechanical stapler [3], which was as high as 36% in both groups. 

Accordingly, innovative surgical techniques need to be identified to reduce this adverse 

outcome. 

In this context, radiofrequency (RF) energy has been used both experimentally 

and clinically to manage the pancreatic remnant after DP due to its ability to seal the 

main and secondary pancreatic ducts [4,5].  

This rationale has been tested in a recent RCT (NCT01051856) performed at the 

Mayo Clinic in Rochester in which a RF-assisted device (Tissuelink®) was compared to 

stapling with a bioabsorbable staple-line reinforment (Seamguard®). Unfortunately, this 

study was closed early for poor accrual in 2014. Recent studies using a porcine 

pancreatic model suggested that distal pancreatic transection by such RF devices can 
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seal the main pancreatic duct easily and safely [6,7]. However, it is still necessary to 

clarify the potential of RF-induced heating for managing the pancreatic stump. 

Unfortunately, with conventional experimental models involving transection of the 

distal zone, the incidence of POPF is usually under 10% [4,6,7], which either hampers 

the final demonstration of the superiority of any method or requires an enormous 

sample size. In order to make the differences between the methods as clear as possible, 

we recently proposed a new experimental model prone to pancreatic fistula formation, 

based on transecting the proximal (neck of the pancreas) instead of the distal zone, and 

avoiding moreover performing pancreatic anastomosis [8]. This surgical approach is 

rarely performed in current clinical practice, mainly because it entails the excessive 

incidence of a long-lasting fistula (up to 94% for an average of 73 days [9]). In spite of 

this drawback, these fistulas are always well tolerated and cause no mortality, which 

suggests that the experimental model is feasible. The objective of the present study was 

to use this new experimental model to clarify whether RF-induced heating on the neck 

of the pancreas would be more effective than a mechanical suture in terms of 

minimizing the risk of POPF.  

 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Experimental model 

Sixteen Landrace pigs with a mean preoperative weight of 37 kg (range 23−47 kg) 

obtained from the farm of the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona (Spain) underwent 

laparoscopic DP, in which pancreatic stump closure was conducted either by stapler (ST 

Group, n=8) or radiofrequency energy (RF Group, n=8). The animal research protocol 

was approved by the Ethical Commission of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

(Authorization Number CEEAH 1256). In the RF Group, an internally cooled electrode 
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(3-mm diameter) was used to coagulate and seal the tissue on the transection plane 

(Coolinside device, Apeiron Medical, Valencia, Spain). The electrode was connected to 

a 200-W RF generator model CC-1 (Radionics, Burlington, MA, USA). Once thermally 

coagulated, mechanical cutting was performed by the distally incorporated blade on the 

RF electrode (Figure 1). In the ST Group, closure was performed by the Endo GIA® 

60-mm mechanical device (Covidien, Norwalk, CT, USA) with 3.5-mm staples, 

similarly to previous experimental and clinical studies [7,10]. No pancreatic 

anastomosis was performed in any case. Preoperative care and anesthesia were provided 

by fully trained veterinary staff. All the surgical procedures were performed by the same 

surgical team (DD and LH) using a four-port laparoscopic approach. In all animals, a 

dissection of the neck of the pancreas over the portal vein was performed using 

conventional endoscopic scissors and graspers. According to a previous study on 

pancreas anatomy [11] the main pancreatic duct running along the body and tail of the 

pancreas in the pig coalesces with a common main pancreatic duct in the head by two 

ducts: one anterior to the portal vein and another posterior to this structure. This means 

that in order to achieve complete obstruction of the distal part (body and tail) of the 

pancreas both ducts must be severed (Figure 1). The main pancreatic duct was neither 

identified nor sutured after transection in either group. A Blake Silicon Drain (Ethicon, 

Somerville, NJ, USA) was positioned adjacent to the pancreatic stump and extracted 

from the animal’s abdomen through the 5-mm inferior right trocar orifice. The proximal 

end was subcutaneously tunneled to the animal’s back and connected to a reservoir. All 

wounds were closed in standard fashion. 

The animals were allowed to awaken from anesthesia and were extubated when 

clinically indicated. All animals were given water ad libitum for the first 24 h and 

subsequently fed twice daily with pig chow thereafter. Antibiotics (amoxicillin 20 mg 
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kg-1 IM, q24 h) were administered for the first three postoperative days. All animals 

were inspected twice a day for the first seven postoperative days to detect any clinical 

signs of pancreatic leak or sepsis and to monitor abdominal drains. All animals received 

buprenorphine (0.02–0.03 mg kg-1 IM, q128 h) for the first 24 postoperative hours and 

meloxicam (0.12 mg kg-1 IM, q24 h) for postoperative analgesia in the first five 

postoperative days. All animals received 100 µg h-1 fentanyl patch after surgical 

procedure. The patch was maintained during the first 3 days of the postoperative period. 

 

2.2. Analyzed variables 

Peripheral blood was collected for measurement of serum amylase and glucose levels 

prior to the surgical procedure, 3 h after intervention, on postoperative (PO) days 1, 3 

and 7 and 4 weeks PO, just before euthanasia. The blood samples were then centrifuged 

at 2.500× g for 10 min to extract the serum. Peripancreatic fluid amylase was measured 

from the drain tube on days 1, 3 and 7 PO and, if present, during laparotomy 4 weeks 

PO The surgical drain was removed beyond day 7 PO if no evidence of pancreatic leak 

was observed (see definition of POPF in analyzed variables) and if the output was <20 

mL per day. 

Four weeks after pancreatic transection, all animals were again anesthetized, 

intubated, and ventilated as described above. Exploratory laparotomy was performed 

and the peritoneal cavity was assessed for excessive adhesions, free peritoneal fluid, or 

any undrained collection/abscess. The pancreatic stumps were identified, skeletonized, 

and photographed. The pancreas (head, uncinated process and distal pancreas) was 

dissected, removed, and temporarily placed in 10% buffered neutral formalin.  

The main pancreatic duct was identified and cannulated with an angiocatheter 

both through the ampulla in the duodenum and after cutting the pancreatic tail. A 1:5 
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dilution of Black China dye was then injected into the pancreatic duct in a retrograde 

fashion to assess for macroscopic dye extravasation from the pancreatic stump. 

Thereafter, the specimen was immersed in 10% buffered neutral formalin for further 

histopathological processing. The animals were then sacrificed with a commercial 

euthanasia solution. 

The primary outcome was the development of POPF which was defined following 

the International Study Group of Pancreatic Fistula (ISGPF) guidelines [12], i.e. as (1) 

macroscopic leak (evidence of dye extravasation from the pancreatic stump when 

catheterizing the distal main pancreatic duct), (2) any undrained amylase-rich fluid 

collections/abscess, or (3) greater than threefold drain/serum amylase ratio after the 

third postoperative day. 

We also analyzed the following outcomes: operative time, transection time, 

intraoperative complications, weight variations (crude or relative to preoperative 

values), postoperative serum amylase/glucose and peritoneal fluid amylase, 

histopathologic alterations of the pancreatic remnant, wound infection, and other 

postoperative clinical parameters (anorexia, emesis, lethargy, and narcotic need). 

 

2.3. Histopathological study 

Consecutive sections of 2 mm thickness were taken from each animal from the margin 

of the pancreatic transection, in both proximal and distal samples. Alternative sections 

were routinely processed, paraffin-embedded, cut to a thickness of 5 µm, stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin, and evaluated by a pathologist blinded to the experimental 

design. The pathologist graded the severity of the exocrine pancreas atrophy using a 

score ranging from 0 to 5, which was chosen to maximize detection and repeatability 

[13].  
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2.4. Statistical analysis 

Continuous variables are presented as median and minimum- maximum value. The 

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to determine the variables’ distribution. The 

Student’s t test was used to make pair-wise comparisons of normal distributed 

parameters, and the Mann-Whitney U test was used for nonparametric data. 

Dichotomous variables were compared using the Chi-square test. Additionally, 

laboratory analyses that included repeated measures were evaluated by two way 

analysis of variance [14] with the Bonferroni test for posthoc anaylisis. Data collection 

and analyses were performed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

(version 19.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Operative findings and postoperative follow up 

Table 1 shows the intra- and post-operative variables of each experimental group. There 

were no intraoperative deaths or major complications during surgery. No significant 

differences were found either in operative time or transection time between the groups. 

One animal died in each group during the postoperative period. The remaining animals 

were euthanized on day 30 PO in good clinical conditions with a mean weight gain of 

20.5 kg (range: 8.5−30.0 kg). Only the death in the ST Group (animal #4) was related to 

a pancreatic leak (see below). Table 2 shows detailed information on the clinical 

progress of each animal studied. The animal #14 in the RF Group died on day 3 PO 

after an uneventful immediate postoperative period. At necropsy, a bowel volvulus by 

torsion of the mesentery leading to gangrene of half the bowel was observed. No other 

findings were encountered at necropsy.  
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3.2. Findings at necropsy and incidence of Postoperative Pancreatic Fistula (POPF) 

Figure 2 shows a schematic with the main findings, and Figure 3 shows macroscopic 

and microscopic pictures of some of these findings. In all cases, no macroscopic 

changes were observed in the proximal pancreas, with the complete microscopic 

preservation of the pancreatic architecture. All the animals in the RF Group had four 

round-shaped areas of coagulation necrosis completely surrounded by a dense layer of 

mature connective tissue, which corresponded to the RF-induced thermal coagulation on 

both transection planes. This feature was not found in the ST Group.  

Overall, taking into account the above-cited definition of POPF, 6 animals 

(75%) in the ST Group and one animal (14%) in the RF Group were diagnosed with 

POPF. This difference reached statistical difference (p=0.019) (Table 1). 

Three macroscopic, with their corresponding microscopic patterns in the distal 

remnant pancreas, were found at necropsy. These patterns were moreover related to the 

presence/absence of POPF (see Figure 2): 

1) Pancreatic leak: In general, this was demonstrated at necropsy when the main 

pancreatic duct was injected with dye in the distal pancreas and extravasated at the 

same level of the pancreatic stump. However, a clinically relevant pancreatic leak 

was diagnosed in animal #4 of the ST Group animal (#4). This animal was 

lethargic and feverish on day 2 PO and died that night. At necropsy, there was 

abundant free cloudy intraperitoneal liquid with an amylase of 3956 UI L-1 (serum 

amylase on the same PO day: 3099 UI L-1). At the distal stump, just around some 

staples, a leak of presumably pancreatic fluid was clearly coming when the distal 

pancreas was squeezed (Fig. 3-A1 and A2). In this case, the histological study of 
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the distal pancreas revealed the complete microscopic preservation of the 

pancreatic architecture (Fig. 3-A3). 

2) Pseudocyst: Solitary fluid collection over the portal vein in close contact with 

both pancreatic stumps (Table 1 and Fig. 3-B1). The sizes of these collections 

ranged between 3 and 16 cm in diameter and had a defined fibrous wall at 

microscopic evaluation. In these collections, usually only transparent amylase-rich 

liquid and little or no solid material was found, so that they were then defined as 

pancreatic pseudocysts. Pseudocysts were observed in one animal in the RF 

Group (animal #12) and three in the ST Group (animals #2, #3 and #7). Three of 

these animals presented a greater than threefold drain/serum amylase ratio beyond 

the third PO day (Table 2). After canalization of the main pancreatic duct in the 

tail and infusion of the dye solution through it, a connection was always found 

between the pseudocyst and the main duct from the distal pancreatic remnant. 

However, no connection was found between this collection and the proximal main 

pancreatic duct in any case. In two of the animals (#2 and #3) with pseudocysts a 

moderate degree of acinar atrophy (score 2 to 3) was encountered in the distal 

pancreas. In another animal with a pseudocyst (#7), the exocrine atrophy showed 

a lobular pattern, with lobules with no atrophy (score 0), moderate (score 3), and 

complete atrophy (score 5) (Table 2). Finally, one animal in the RF Group (#12) 

presented a large pseudocyst (16 cm in diameter), accompanied by a complete 

atrophy (score 5) of the acinar component in the distal pancreas (Table 2). 

Overall, a partial atrophy in the distal pancreas was usually encountered in the 

cases involving pseudocyst (Fig. 3-B2). 

3) Complete atrophy of the distal zone: This occurred mostly in the absence of 

POPF, i.e. in those cases in which effective sealing of the pancreatic duct was 
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expected. A greater than threefold drain/serum ratio amylase was found in two 

animals in the ST Group (#5 and #6) on day 7 PO and no fluid collections were 

observed at autopsy (Table 2). These animals were diagnosed with POPF 

according to (ISGPF) guidelines and both had an uneventful postoperative history 

without fluid collections at necropsy. The microscopic evaluation of these cases as 

well as in the cases not diagnosed with POPF (i.e. #1 and #8 in the ST Group, and 

#10, #11, #13, #15 and #16 in the RF Group), showed that the acinar component 

had completely disappeared on day 30 PO (atrophy score 5) (Fig. 3-C2). The 

single exception to this finding was in the animal #9 in the RF Group, with an 

uneventful postoperative history, and no signs of POPF. In this animal, we found 

that the “bridge” of pancreatic tissue serving as an anatomical connection between 

the splenic and connecting lobes behind the portal vein (Figure 1, Note B) had not 

been completely severed. As expected, in this case the complete preservation of 

the distal pancreas was observed (score 0 of atrophy) (Table 2). 

 

3.3. Common histological features of complete distal atrophy 

In a total of 10 animals (4 in the ST Group and 6 in the RF Group, see Table 2) the 

acinar component had completely disappeared (atrophy score 5) and the exocrine acini 

had been completely replaced by pseudo-ductal complexes, based on apparently novel 

duct-like structures composed of low-cuboidal cells (Figure 4). The ducts showed 

dilatation, which was most marked in the interlobular ducts or in the main duct next to 

the transection interface margin, and decreased distally. This feature was least notable in 

the intralobular ducts. In the interlobular ducts and in the main pancreatic ducts we 

observed epithelial metaplasia, from cylindrical to squamous and moderate periductal 

fibrosis which was maximal in the main pancreatic duct (Figure 4). There was also 
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marked interlobular adipose infiltration between the areas of pseudo-ductal complexes. 

In the atrophied pancreas, islets of Langerhans were frequently found in sections and 

located close to duct-like structures. 

 

3.4. Laboratory analysis 

Four animals in the ST Group and one animal in the RF Group presented a greater than 

threefold drain/serum amylase ratio after the third postoperative day (Table 2). In three 

of these animals (60%) a pseudocyst was observed in close contact with both pancreatic 

stumps at necropsy. When plotting the peritoneal amylase concentration throughout the 

postoperative period, it was observed that until day 3 PO these values were similar in 

both groups. However, after day 3 PO, these values were higher and more variable in 

the ST Group than in the RF Group (15546 IU L-1 and 7252 IU L-1 versus 1930 IU L-1 

and 2152 IU L-1 for ST and RF Groups on days 7 and 30, respectively) as could be 

considering the difference in POPF between the groups (Table 3 and Figure 5). 

However, these differences between groups did not reach statistical significance, 

probably because of the high variability in the ST Group. 

 Serum amylase and glucose levels were similar in both groups throughout the 

postoperative period (Table 3). However, taking together both groups throughout the 

postoperative period, the single postoperative time that demonstrated a significant 

higher level in serum amylase was on day 1 (p <0.013). A similar analysis of serum 

glucose identified only the 3h PO to be significantly higher than any other time 

(p<0.0001) (immediate postoperative hyperglycemia) (Table 3).  

 

4. Discussion 
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POPF is known to be the most significant cause of morbidity and mortality after 

pancreaticoduodenectomy (PD) [15] and also after DP [3]. Concerning PD, in a recent 

prospective multicenter randomized trial it was demonstrated that POPF was about 42% 

in the subgroup of soft pancreas and main pancreatic diameter <3 mm, regardless of the 

type of pancreatic anastomosis (to jejunum or to stomach) [16]. Furthermore, in the 

same study it was demonstrated that almost 10% of these patients required 

reintervention usually because of Grade C pancreatic fistula. It therefore seems there is 

special room for improvement in this subgroup of patients (with a normal pancreas).  

It is generally accepted that if the pancreatic stump is not anastomosed (but 

sutured, ligated or glued) the incidence of fistula may be higher. In fact, ligation of the 

pancreatic stump after PD without anastomosis to the gastrointestinal tract, as originally 

described by Whipple, could prevent in theory a large part of the postoperative 

complications since if a pancreatic fistula occurs there is no defect in the small bowel, 

no leakage of intestinal fluid and no activation of pancreatic enzymes [2]. However, 

ligation of the pancreatic stump is rarely performed today, mainly because of the 

excessive incidence of a long-lasting fistula which could be cumbersome (sometimes in 

more than 50% of patients)[19].  In fact, Reissman et al. [9] in a controlled study after 

PD with duct ligation showed that it was as high as 94% and of long duration, even 

though it was usually well tolerated. In the last prospective randomized trial of glue 

occlusion of the pancreatic duct versus pancreaticojejunostomy after PD similar 

exocrine insufficiency were observed among the groups. It was also suggested there 

might be a possibly higher risk of diabetes in the occluded pancreatic duct group, even 

though this study was not powered to correctly evaluate this variable [17]. In fact, 

pancreatic duct ligation has been extensively studied in the experimental setting as a 

model of expansion of β-cell mass −β-cell neogenesis− [8,18]. Therefore, pancreatic 
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duct ligation should be at least not worse than pancreaticojejunostomy in the risk of 

diabetes after PD. In any case, the major problem reported in ductal ligation is usually 

the formation of long-lasting pancreatic fistula (normally well tolerated) [19]. This is 

why this surgical option is usually only accepted in certain “difficult circumstances” 

[19] even though is currently employed by some groups with different indications 

[10,20]. 

Similarly to above-cited clinical studies with duct ligation after PD, in our 

controlled experimental study we observed a high incidence (75%) of POPF after 

mechanical suture of the distal stump of the normal porcine pancreas when the 

pancreatic neck was severed. However, when RF coagulation of the neck of the 

pancreas was performed prior to the section this incidence was dramatically reduced to 

14%, which led to better recovery of the animal as demonstrated by a higher 

postoperative crude weight gain and no mortality in this group (see Table 1 and Figure 

5).  

The higher efficiency of RF-induced thermal coagulation over mechanical suture 

on sealing the pancreatic stump matches well with recent data from clinical [4] and 

experimental [6,7] studies with RF-assisted distal pancreatectomy versus stapler 

occlusion technique. The better efficiency on sealing the pancreatic stump with RF-

based devices and other hyperthermic systems may be due to eliciting fibrosis and 

collagen shrinkage secondary to coagulative thermal necrosis, leading to the sealing of 

the ducts and vessels as previously described [4,7,21–25]. Similar results were seen in 

the present study in the RF Group, in which we found round-shaped areas of 

coagulation thermal necrosis completely surrounded by a dense layer of mature 

connective tissue on both transection planes. 
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To our knowledge, this is the first attempt comparing RF-induced heating and 

mechanical stapler to close the pancreatic stump closure using a large animal model in 

which the distal pancreas was left without any drainage of the main pancreatic duct. In a 

recent study we performed a similar RF-assisted transection of the pancreatic neck on a 

murine model, and we observed that most of the acinar cells were rapidly and massively 

deleted by p53-dependent apoptosis (peaked on day 3 PO) by caspase activation with 

some pancreatic epithelial proliferation and beta-cell neogenesis [26]. That study further 

demonstrated that this experimental model based on RF-assisted transection of pancreas 

did not lead to necrotizing pancreatitis. Similarly, in the present study on the porcine 

pancreas we found an increase in serum amylase levels (p<0.05) on day 3 PO over their 

preoperative value with no clinical repercussions, which returned to levels similar to 

baseline in the following weeks (Table 3). Probably as a result of this massive deletion 

of the exocrine pancreas, on day 30 PO almost complete atrophy of the exocrine distal 

pancreas as compared to the proximal pancreas was observed when the main pancreatic 

duct was efficiently sealed. However, four animals in the ST Group showed some 

degree of partial preservation of the exocrine pancreas. In fact, all the animals with a 

low degree of atrophy had some kind of evident failure of the main pancreatic duct as 

was shown by dye extravasation from the pancreatic stump at necropsy in the form of 

free pancreatic leak (one case) or pseudocyst (three cases) (Table 1).  

 

4.1. Study limitations 

Despite that this study was performed on large animals (similar to human pancreas), 

there are some differences in the size and anatomy of the pancreas between both species 

that could be relevant and may outweigh the benefits of the described procedure. The 

RF device was used with a mean transection time of 5 minutes. It is unclear whether a 
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longer coagulation time or a different RF electrode design would improve the sealing 

efficiency of the pancreatic stump. 

It has been reported that the use of bioabsorbable staple line-reinforcement 

products reduces the incidence of POPF after DP versus non-reinforced stapled 

resection [27]. In this respect, we could have designed an experimental group of 

reinforced stapler. However, we decided to employ simply staplers because our 

objective was to compare RF-induced heating versus a simple mechanical suture 

without the possible inflammatory reaction due to a bioabsorbable material. A recent 

study comparing traditional suture, reinforced stapling, and (saline-linked) RF-heating 

reported a similar incidence of POPF (range 25-26%) in DP [28]. Future studies should 

be aimed to compare the reinforced stapling versus RF-heating in experimental models 

prone to pancreatic fistula formation as employed here. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The experimental findings suggest that RF-induced heating applied to the transection 

plane on the neck of the pancreas provides more effective sealing of the stump than a 

mechanical suture, and leads to complete atrophy of the distal remnant pancreas. Given 

that this model has a high risk of fistula formation, the information obtained could be of 

interest in managing the pancreas remnant after distal pancreatectomy or even after 

pancreaticoduodenectomy in certain circumstances. 
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Table 1: Intra- and postoperative variables of each experimental Group. 

 ST Group  

n=8 

RF Group 

n=8 

P- value 

Operative time (minutes)* 47 (35-60) 58 (40-95) N.S. 

Transection time (minutes)* 5 (5-7) 5 (5-5) N.S. 

Postoperative weight gain (kg) * 14 (0-22) 25 (15-30) † 0.005 

Postoperative weight gain (%)* 48 (0-87) 61 (43-77)† N.S. 

Pseudocyst (%) 3 (38) 1 (14)† N.S. 

Postoperative death linked to pancreatic leak 
(%) 

1 0 (0)† N.S. 

Dye extravasation from the pancreatic stump at 
necropsy (%) 

4 (50) 1 (14) † N.S. 

POPF (%) 6 (75) 1 (14) † 0.019 

*Data expressed as median and range 

†Excluding the animal that died on day 3 PO by intestinal volvulus (not linked to 
pancreatic leak) 

N.S. No significant differences 
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Table 2: Detailed information on the clinical progress of the animals studied. 
 
Animal Group PO 

(days) 
Postoperative 
Weight gain 

(kg) 

Cause of 
death 

> Threefold 
drain/serum 

amylase  
> 3 PO 

Pseudocyst Dye extravasation 
from pancreatic 

stump 
at necropsy 

POPF Score of atrophy 
in distal pancreas 

(0-5) 

#1 ST 30 19 - No No No No 5 
#2 ST 30 20 - Yes Yes Yes Yes 2 
#3 ST 30 22 - Yes Yes Yes Yes 2-3 
#4 ST 2 0 Pancreatic 

leak 
- No Yes Yes 0 

#5 ST 30 14 - Yes No No Yes 5 
#6 
#7 
#8 

 
#9* 
#10 
#11 
#12 
#13 
#14 
#15 
#16 

ST 
ST 
ST 

 
RF 
RF 
RF 
RF 
RF 
RF 
RF 
RF 

30 
30 
30 
 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
3 
30 
30 

13 
16 
9 
 

21 
15 
28 
27 
30 
0 
26 
60 

- 
- 
- 
 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Volvulus 
- 
- 

Yes 
No 
No 

 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No 
Yes 
No 

 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 

 

No 
Yes 
No 

 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 

5 
2-5 
5 
 
0 
5 
5 
5 
5 
0 
5 
5 

* In this animal, as observed at necropsy, the “bridge” of pancreatic tissue serving as an anatomical connection between the splenic and 
connecting lobes behind the portal vein (Figure 1, Note B) was not completely severed. POPF: Postoperative Pancreatic Fistula. 
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Table 3: Preoperative and postoperative serum amylase and glucose levels by group and throughout the postoperative period. 

 Serum amylase (IU L-1) Serum glucose (mg dL-1) 

 ST Group RF Group Mean ST Group RF Group Mean 

Preoperative 2191 (1165-3094) 2441 (1428-3662) 2316 119 (66-161) 98 (73-118) 109 

3 h PO 2943 (2148-3826) 3009 (1736-3944) 2976 159 (110-208) 179 (98-272) 169* 

1 day PO 4950 (3098-9623) 6968 (3520-11634) 5959* 95 (72-123) 102 (89-116) 99 

3 day PO 3014 (1363-7926) 2595 (1372-3648) 2805 128 (100-156) 113 (98-147) 121 

7 day PO 4362 (1393-17692) 2191 (1065-3025) 3277 120 (101-140) 112 (103-134) 116 

30 day PO 2166 (1219-3145) 2634 (1339-3825) 2400 99 (75-120) 106 (83-142) 103 

Data expressed as mean and range. 

No significant differences were found between groups (ST and RF) in either variable. 

*Mean values with significant differences (p<0.05) throughout the postoperative period.
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Figure 1. Normal anatomy of the porcine pancreas and the surgical procedure after the 

first section of the pancreas according to Ferrer et al[19]. The “splenic” lobe (SL), 

corresponding to the tail and body in the human pancreas, is attached to the spleen. The 

“duodenal” lobe (DL), corresponding to the head of the pancreas, is located adjacent to 

the duodenum while the “connecting” lobe (CL), corresponding to the uncinated 

process is an extension of the pancreas which is anterior to the portal vein (PV). There 

is also a “bridge” (B) of pancreatic tissue serving as an anatomical connection between 

the splenic and connecting lobes behind the portal vein. In order to achieve a complete 

separation of the distal part (body and tail) two transection planes were performed 

(numbers 1 and 2) with the transection device (TD) (either RF electrode or mechanical 

stapler).  
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Figure 2. Main findings in the pancreas previously transected at the neck level: 1) 

pancreatic leak (related to the exit of main pancreatic duct) with no signs of atrophy; 2) 

Pseudocyst (also related to the exit of the main pancreatic duct) accompanied by partial 

atrophy (score 2 to 3) of the distal pancreas; and 3) Complete atrophy (score 5) of the 

distal zone, which occurred mostly in the cases without incidence of pancreatic fistula 

formation (POPF), i.e. in cases in which effective sealing of the pancreatic ducts can be 

expected. 
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Figure 3. Macroscopic and microscopic patterns founded in the distal remnant 

pancreas: 1) Pancreatic leak (broken arrow, A1) from the distal stump observed in the 

animal #4 of the ST Group that died on day 2 PO. The origin of the leak was easily 

canalized with a probe (broken arrow, A2) between some staples (arrowhead). 

Histologically no signs of atrophy were described (A3); 2) Pseudocyst (open arrow, B1) 

accompanied by partial atrophy (B2) in the distal pancreas; 3) Complete atrophy of the 

distal remnant pancreas (C1-2). This occurred mostly in the RF Group, in which an area 

of coagulative necrosis was always observed (arrow). In any case, the proximal 

pancreas was well preserved with no signs of atrophy (asterisk). 
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Figure 4. Common histological features of complete atrophy. The main pancreatic duct 

(arrow) is dilated and provided with a thick fibrotic wall. The acinar component of the 

pancreatic tissue has completely disappeared (atrophy score 5) and replaced by lobules 

(#) of pseudo-ductal complexes with some dilated ducts (arrowheads). In these lobules, 

islets of Langerhans were easily seen (broken arrows). In between these lobules, there 

was marked interlobular adipose infiltration (asterisk). 
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Figure 5. Peritoneal liquid amylase concentration throughout the postoperative period 

in both groups. Circles indicate mean values and each segment denotes 95% confidence 

interval of values. Note that values in the RF Group are usually lower and homogeneous 

beyond day 3 PO. 

 

 

 

 


